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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Background  
 
Australian Interaction Consultants was retained by the Water Corporation of Western 
Australia to undertake an archaeological survey of four possible sites in close 
proximity to the Mundaring Weir for a proposed Water Treatment Plant (WTP). 

The first proposed site is Site 1in Water Corporation reserve 39644 (below Mundaring 
Weir, bounded by Mundaring Weir Road in the Heritage and Tourist Precinct, south 
of Helena River).  

DEC land, north of Site 1, is the second proposed site. It is part freehold property held 
by DEC and part of State Forest Number 7, located along the Mundaring Weir Road, 
near the Kookaburra Outdoor cinema.  

The Pine plantation, south east of the CALM land along Allen Road, is the third 
proposed site. It is next to the DEC airstrip north of Mundaring Weir. A service 
corridor along Allen Rd from the DEC site to the Pine Plantation also required 
surveying. 

O’Connor Site is the fourth proposed location, on the Mundaring Weir Roadand 
Firewood Road, north of the weir.  This included an archaeological assessment of the 
service corridor along the existing pipeline route from O’Connor Site to the weir area.  

A further area to be surveyed, within the developed core of Mundaring Weir, was 
later added and the findings are attached as an addendum. 

The purpose and scope of the Aboriginal Heritage Survey (archaeological) was to: 

� establish whether the area contains physical evidence of past Aboriginal 
occupation and use; 

� record and make recommendations regarding the management of sites (if any), 
with specific reference to the proposed activity; 

� analyse the above information against the proposal and provide recommendations; 

� collate all information required for the purpose of reporting any unregistered sites 
(if any) to the Aboriginal Site Register (if applicable). 

 

Results of Survey 
The archaeological field survey was undertaken over three days, from the 8-10 May, 
2007, by AIC archaeologist Linda Villiers, together with archaeologist Sally Anne 
Smith and assistants Alyssa Gilchrist and Zoe Honan. 

The whole area surrounding the Mundaring Weir and Lake C.Y.O’Connor has been 
substantially disturbed since the late 1800’s when the dam, railway and pipeline were 
built. No area examined during this survey was intact or retained its original 
vegetation cover.   

No archaeological sites were located on any of the four locations and two service 
corridors surveyed.  A single isolated quartz flake was found in the side of a drainage 
line on the O’Connor Site location and a possible quartz stone source was found on 
the DEC block.  
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In view of the proposed works and the disturbances they will cause, the locations were 
ranked in order of their suitability for the proposed development.  
Site 1 is the most disturbed of the four areas. As the site of intense and extensive 
disturbance since Europeans arrived in the area in the late 1800’s, this would be the 
most appropriate and suitable location for further development by the Water 
Corporation. Any cultural material encountered here would not be in situ due to the 
extent of prior disturbance. 

The Pine Plantation, in the area actually occupied by the pine trees, is suitable for 
development. The bushland section of this site, while disturbed, also supports thick 
secondary regrowth native vegetation well utilised by resident fauna and retaining 
some biological diversity values. There is a possibility of encountering intact 
archaeological materials in this area, particularly during ground disturbing works. 

The service corridor from the roundabout to the pine plantation may disturb European 
infrastructure. The only Aboriginal heritage implications for this route are if ground 
disturbing works along the unmade portion of Allen Rd intersect intact lenses of 
alluvial sediments which could contain Aboriginal artefacts. 

The DEC block, while heavily disturbed in the sections around the DEC buildings, 
still retains significant stands of native vegetation (particularly in the northern section) 
and a population of kangaroos which are semi-accustomed to human presence (DEC 
officer, pers.comm.). There is a possibility of encountering intact archaeological 
materials in this area, particularly during ground disturbing works.    

O’Connor Site is the least disturbed area examined in this survey. Despite having 
been logged in the past and subject to disturbance in its lower levels, it now carries 
varied and thick vegetation which supports a range of fauna and retains biological 
significance. There is a possibility of encountering intact archaeological materials in 
this area, particularly during ground disturbing works.    

The proposed service corridor will be adjacent to and follow the present pipeline. It 
would be on land already highly disturbed from European activities and there are no 
Aboriginal heritage impediments. There is little likelihood of encountering intact 
archaeological material along this route. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
As no intact archaeological sites or in situ archaeological material was found during 
this survey, AIC makes the following recommendations: 

1) That the proposed Water Corporation development occurs on land already 
substantially disturbed by prior European activities in this are. A descending 
order of suitability indicates that Site 1 is the most suitable; followed by the 
section of the Pine Plantation forested in pine trees and the DEC block. The 
least suitable site is O’Connor Site. 

2)  If the O’Connor Site were selected for development it would require a 
comprehensive archaeological survey, ideally during summer when vegetation 
cover was less dense. 
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3) That the Aboriginal families and groups appropriate for this area of the Hills 
be involved in an ethnographic consultation to occur when the Water 
Corporation has selected its preferred location, in order to ascertain the 
ethnographic significance of the area under consideration. 

4) That staff of the Water Corporation and all contracting personnel are made 
aware of their responsibilities and obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act (1972), in particular the legal requirement to avoid disturbance to any 
Aboriginal site as defined in the Act, whether registered or otherwise. 
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Abbreviations 
  ACMC   Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee 
  AIC   Australian Interaction Consultants 
  DIA    Department of Indigenous Affairs 
  NTC   Native Title Claimant Group 
  The Act  Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (WA) 
  GPS   Global Positioning System 
 

Disclaimer 
AIC attempts to give voice to the Indigenous people who take part in surveys such as 
the one reported here however neither claim the knowledge revealed or vouch for the 
veracity of the information given. AIC consults with Aboriginal people with 
expressed heritage interest in the area being surveyed. In instances where no 
ethnographic information is presented, it should not be presumed that heritage values 
are not present. Aboriginal people may withhold information for cultural reasons this 
report will reflect their views and concerns.  

 
GPS Datum 

The GPS datum used during this survey was either WGS 84 or MGA 94. 
 

Limitations 
Whereas we endeavour to pinpoint geographical/site locations, the limitations of 
handheld GPS devices will create inaccuracies on occasion. Also, the potential for 
error from datum shift is ever present. 
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PROPOSED MUNDARING WTP, PUMP STATION C, SUCTION 
TANK AND MUNDARING W EIR OUTLET WORKS UPGRADE 

STAGE 2. 

 

Area Assessed 
The Helena Reservoir (Mundaring Weir) is the sole water supply for the Goldfields and Agricultural 
Region of WA. Occasionally water from this Reservoir is supplied by gravity to supplement the Perth 
Metropolitan Water Supply, which is supplied from other major ground water and surface water 
supplies.  

The Goldfields and Agricultural Water Supply (G&AWS) is pumped from Mundaring Weir Pump 
Station and a series of boost pump stations throughout the 600km long Goldfields pipeline to 
Kalgoorlie. A large number of small towns (3-3000 services) are supplied from this pipeline between 
Perth and Kalgoorlie (12,300 services). In most years, run-off from the Helena Reservoir catchment is 
insufficient to supply the G&AWS. 

The Water Corporation is therefore proposing to build a Water Treatment Plant (WTP) which will have 
a first stage capacity of 190ml/d and ultimate capacity of 250ml/d, at one of four possible sites in close 
proximity to the Mundaring Weir. This plant will have the capacity to treat existing reservoir water and 
is capable of being augmented to treat projected water quality and demands.  

 

Proposed Sites for WTP 

The first proposed site is Site 1 in Water Corporation reserve 39644 (below Mundaring Weir, bounded 
by Mundaring Weir Road in the Heritage and Tourist Precinct, south of Helena River).  

DEC land north of Site 1 is the second proposed site. It is part freehold property held by DEC and part 
of State Forest Number 7 located along the Mundaring Weir Road, near the Kookaburra Outdoor 
cinema. 

The Pine plantation south east of the DEC land along Allen Road, is the third proposed site. It is next to 
the DEC airstrip north of Mundaring Weir.  

O’Connor Site is the fourth proposed site, located in the State Forest at the junction of Mundaring Weir 
Road and Firewood Road, North of the Weir. The site is east of Mundaring Weir Road and North of 
Firewood Road.  

Infrastructure relating to WTP 

Existing infrastructure in relation to this project includes the existing Mundaring –Kalgoorlie twin 
pipeline and the Sawyers Valley Tanks (at Site 5). The new Infrastructure relating to all four sites is the 
water pipeline from the plant site to Mundaring Weir, a suction tank and a pump station at the weir. In 
addition, all sites will include a new clear water pump station as well. 

 

Scope of Work 

The purpose and scope of the Aboriginal Heritage Survey (archaeological) is to: 

� establish whether the area contains physical evidence of past Aboriginal occupation and use; 

� record and make recommendations regarding the management of sites (if any), with specific 
reference to the proposed activity; 

� analyse the above information against the proposal and provide recommendations; 

� collate all information required for the purpose of reporting any unregistered sites (if any) to the 
Aboriginal Site Register (if applicable). 
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Site Site area Description Existing 

infrastructure 
Proposed 
infrastructure 

Site 1  102,037m2  Area on the Southern 
bank of Helena 
River.  

 

 Temporary 
Chlorine Storage 
and Western Power 
SubStation. 

  

 

WTP and 2 
proposed pump 
stations (1 clear 
water, one raw 
water 

 

Pine 
Plantation - 

191,018 M2 Area identified as 
Pine plantation (first 
aerial shots) 

- WTP plus one clear 
water pump station 

DEC 205,800M2 Area identified as 
DEC land (first 
aerial shots) 

- WTP plus one clear 
water pump station 

O'Connor 233,881m2 Area identified as 
O’Connor Site (first 
aerial shots) 

- WTP plus one clear 
water pump station 

 

The survey area will also include 

(a) Site for the Proposed Mundaring Pump Station C, Suction Tank, and the Mundaring Weir 
Outlet Works Upgrade Stage 2 - Area within the orange boundary. The total area within this 
boundary is 231098m2. 

The main existing infrastructures within this area are: 

-Pump Station A and Pump Station B, 

-The Mundaring Dam and the intake tower 

-The pipelines leading from the dam wall to Pump Station A and B 

-The valve pits  

 - The chlorination plant and chemical building 

 The proposed infrastructures are: 

- Mundaring Pump Station C which will most likely to be located  

between  the existing Pump Station A and Pump Station B  (as shown in Figure 1). 

- Suction Tank which will most likely to be located in the vicinity of  

      Pump Station C (as shown in Figure 1). 

- Refurbishing the existing intake tower. The intake tower will be converted to be wet well 
with DN 1400 bell mouth intakes with valves and screens; install a new outlet conduit 
through the dam wall, including a new access the tower drainage gallery and a guard 
valve and pit at the down stream toe of the dam; and install a new 1900 DN suction main 
to the proposed Pump Station C as shown in Figure 1. 

- The dam crest from the right abutment will be widened to allow larger cranes access and 
additional local crest widening measuring 8m wide by 12m long will be provided near the 
tower for crane pad. 

- Installation of 2 UV Disinfection units near to the existing chlorine dosing pits. 

(b) a service corridor for the proposed new IWSS Bypass Pipeline(1400 DN) from  Pump Station C 
to  Water Treatment  Plant and possibly the proposed backwash water (supernatant) return 
pipeline (600 DN) from Water Treatment Plant to the Weir. This corridor would generally 
follow along the existing Mundaring – Kalgoorlie Pipeline and access track. For ease of 
construction this would probably be an underground pipeline buried adjacent to, or directly 
below the existing track. There is a possibility that a second new pipeline to take treated water 
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back to Mundaring Weir Village could also be installed in this corridor, possibly the same 
trench. The corridor in this case is assumed to be 20 metres wide measured from the outside 
wall of the above ground Mundaring –Kalgoorlie Pipeline, on the same side of the pipeline as 
the existing access track. (as identified on maps provided). This corridor will start from the area 
below the weir to the  beginning of O’Connor Site and 

(c) service corridors for the proposed access road and new pipelines which includes the IWSS 
Bypass, raw water pipeline, clear water pipeline ( all of 1400DN) and back wash (supernatant) 
water pipeline (600DN)  to DEC land and Pine Plantation site. 

       As this corridor has to accommodate the proposed access road as well as the new pipelines it 
would be a 34 metres wide easement. For DEC Land it would be a 34 metre wide easement 
measuring from the side of the existing tarred road. As for Pine Plantation site it would be a 34 
metre easement centred on the existing track. In both cases the easement branch off from (b) at 
a point as shown in maps provided. 
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Figure 1: Survey Locations and Registered Aboriginal Sites 
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Figure 2: Locality Map 
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METHODOLOGY 
Survey Type 
 
AIC conducted an archaeological site identification survey of the locations specified 
by Water Corporation for the proposed Mundaring works.  This included a desktop 
study, field survey of the designated areas and the preparation of an accompanying 
report. 
 
Desktop Survey 
 
AIC conducted a search of the Department of Indigenous Affairs Register of 
Aboriginal Sites database to ascertain the number and nature of sites and reports 
known to exist in the area of the works proposed by the Water Corporation. The 
search involved accessing the database via on-line access, down loading the results 
and using GIS technology Mapinfo to plot the registered sites on a map to indicate 
their proximity to the proposed works.   
The purpose of the search is to provide a background to both the archaeological and 
ethnographic sites in the area as well as an indication of the nature and frequency of 
surveys under The Act. The search results establish the heritage context from which 
the potential impact of proposed works and the likelihood of identifying further sites 
or heritage issues may be assessed. 
Based on the search area, a print-out of recorded sites was obtained and analysed. Site 
files and survey reports were examined at DIA head office in Perth.  
 
Archaeological Survey 
 
Senior AIC archaeologist Linda Villiers, together with AIC archaeologist Sally Anne 
Smith and assistants Alyssa Gilchrist and Zoe Honan, conducted an archaeological 
survey of the various areas selected for potential development in the project area 
between 8-10 May, 2007. 
 
For further details see the ‘Archaeological Survey’ section of this report. 
 
Report 
 
The following report methodology was undertaken: 

 
1. Preparation of a preliminary advice of the proceedings of the research and 

consultation. 

2. Submission of the preliminary advice to all participating groups. 

3. Preparation of a draft report of the proceedings of the research and 
consultation. 

4. Submission of the draft report to all participating groups. 

5. Editing of the report where necessary. 

6. Submission of the final report to all groups.  
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DESKTOP SURVEY 
AIC conducted a search of the Department of Indigenous Affairs Register of 
Aboriginal Sites database to ascertain the number and nature of sites known to exist in 
the area of the developments proposed by the Water Corporation, Western Australia.  
The search involved accessing the database via on-line access, down loading the 
results and using GIS technology Mapinfo to plot the registered sites on a map to 
indicate their proximity to the proposed works.   
 
AIC conducted a search of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs Register of 
Aboriginal Sites database to ascertain sites in the area affected by the Water 
Corporation’s proposed works at Mundaring. The search involved accessing the 
database via on-line access, down-loading the results and using GIS technology 
Mapinfo to plot the registered sites on a map to indicate their proximity to the 
proposed works.  Research was undertaken at the DIA Offices in Perth, to view the 
individual site files of recorded sites as well as the relevant reports of previous 
surveys.  A summary of these sites is listed in Table 1 below. This is followed by 
more detailed site information and an analysis of the reports and sites. 

The area that was searched within the DIA database, to identify Aboriginal sites 
previously recorded and surveys reported under the Act, was defined by the following 
coordinates: 

MGA Coordinates - MGA Zone: 50 
Easting 418432, Northing 6461532 
Easting 423544, Northing 6466767 

 
The search revealed five (5) previously recorded sites in the vicinity of the project 
area and six survey reports directly relating to Aboriginal heritage in the search area. 
However seven reports in total were examined as Hallam’s 1985 report was not on the 
list generated by DIA.  

SITE ID 
 

SITE NAME STATUS   TYPE LOCATION 
(DIA)                                              

3758 Helena 
River  

Permanent, 
Closed 

Ceremonial, 
Mythological, 
Repository/ cache 

421939E, 
6463049N 

17200 Mundaring 
Dam 4 

Permanent s5(a), 
39.2(c);Open 

Artefacts / Scatter 421539E, 
6462549N 

17201 Mundaring 
Dam 5 

Permanent s5(a), 
39.2(c);Open   

Artefacts / Scatter 421939E, 
6463049mN 

17202 Mundaring 
Dam 6 

Permanent s5(a), 
39.2(c);Open  

Artefacts / Scatter 421489E, 
6462849N 

22675 Mundaring 
Weir 
Corroborree 
Grounds 
(Booralyn) 

Interim, Open Ceremonial (Natural 
Feature) 

4210798E, 
6464062N 

Table 1: Previously recorded sites identified during archival search 
 

Site Details 
Helena River, DIA Site 3758, is registered as a ceremonial and mythological site, 
with a secondary description of ‘repository’. This is consistent with the significance 
attributed to all waterways as having been created and inhabited by the primary 
Ancestor beings associated with the Creative Era, in this case the Waugyl.  The site 
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file is under closed access at DIA, due to the sensitive nature of the associated cultural 
information enclosed in it. 

Through its previous work on and/or along the Helena River, AIC is familiar with the 
sensitive mythological and other matters associated with this major waterway. In 
Nov-Dec 2004 consultations were held by AIC with NTC representatives from IAEG, 
Bibbulmun Group / Colbung Family, CMWG and Ballaruk, in relation to the 
proposed Water Corp Lower Helena River Pump Station. As a result of these 
meetings, a site form was submitted to the DIA for ‘WCLH/01 – Site Extent’. 

 Archaeological research suggests that the Helena River Valley was occupied 
primarily in summer and early winter by extended family groups exploiting a range of 
resources (Schwede, pers.comm.).  It is likely that the jarrah/marri forest of this area 
was more open as a result of Aboriginal firing of the landscape (Hallam 1975).  The 
combination of permanent water sources along the Helena River during the dry 
summer months and widespread grasses as a result of firing practices would make the 
Helena River Valley area an attractive place for game such as kangaroos. In addition, 
abundant littoral and riverine resources were available from swamps and lakes 
immediately to the west on the Coastal Plain.  

Sources of stone, namely outcrops in the foothills and scarp, and cobbles in rivers and 
creeks, were also readily available in the Helena River Valley area.  Social and 
cultural links with other groups could also be maintained during these dry months 
when access through the river valleys was easiest.  During the late winter and early 
spring when river levels were high, smaller bands may have dispersed into the scarp 
(Anderson 1984; Pearce 1982). 

Mundaring Dam 4, DIA Site 17200, was recorded by Veth in 1987. It is a scatter on 
the west bank of Hay Creek, in alluvial sediments. The material was exposed in a 
stretch of bank approximately 90m (N-S) x 30m (E-W).  A 10m ² sample quadrant in 
the densest part of the site produced a total of 31 pieces.  Artefacts were all made of 
quartz and include flakes, single and multiplatform cores and included one backed 
piece or lunate. The backed piece is “one of only a few backed implements recorded 
for the whole of the jarrah zone” (Veth 1987:23-24). 
Conservatively, the site is estimated to contain several hundred pieces.   
 
Mundaring Dam 5, Site 17201, was recorded by Veth in 1987. It is a small scatter of 
12 quartz and dolerite artefacts over a 200m² zone in a depression between two 
granite knolls on the southern bank of the Helena River, in an area that is now part of 
the Mundaring Weir. The area is described as having poorly developed pale, gritty 
sands cover the area which is also covered in parts by a scatter of naturally occurring 
quartz pieces.  

Nine quartz flakes and three dolerite cores (one single platform and two 
multiplatform) were recorded. The archaeologist observed that dolerite outcropped to 
the west of the site.  

 
Mundaring Dam 6, DIA Site 17202, was recorded by Veth in 1987. It is a scatter 
located to the south of a small drainage line, approximately 500m north of Hay Creek. 
The ground is primarily laterite gravels with some areas of silt near the drainage line.   
Approximately 100 artefacts were recorded in an area of 25m x 20m. Artefacts 
included flakes, cores (including a bipolar core), all in quartz. No retouched or utilise 
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items were noted.  Report notes that the substrate contains a large amount of natural 
quartz, mainly in rounded, weathered form.  
 
Mundaring Weir Corroborree Grounds (Booralyn), Site 22675, is an ethnographic 
site reported by Machin (1995) but not being mentioned in any other report. The site 
is below the weir wall and was photographed for the report but no further details are 
provided. This lack of information has resulted in the site remaining on the Interim 
register.  
 

Heritage Survey Reports 
 
Report ID 103382 
A Report on the Significance of Aboriginal Archaeological Sites at the Mundaring, 
Canning, North Dandalup and South Canning Dam Sites. Feb 1987 by P. Veth. 
The report discusses six archaeological sites located during the survey and one 
ethnographic site. The background to archaeological sites in the jarrah forest is given and 
the sites are presented in reasonable detail. The significance of the sites is discussed.  

All sites were located near water courses. Of the six Mundaring sites found, four were 
judged to be minor (less than 50 pieces) and two were intermediate (50-500 pieces). 
Quartz usage predominates at Mundaring with an occasional implement of dolerite.  

The report also assesses and evaluates the suitability of all four locations from an 
archaeological perspective. Comparisons are made of the relative site and artefact 
densities in these areas, together with those from Collie, Boddington, Swan Coastal Plain 
and Yealering. 

The Canning and Mundaring areas are argued to be highly significant, while the North 
Dandalup and South Canning areas are of minor significance.  

It was pointed out that a decision by the Water Authority to develop the Canning or 
Mundaring dams would require detailed work to mitigate the loss of unique 
archaeological data. It was strongly recommended (original emphasis) that if Mundaring 
Weir was chosen for development extensive excavation should be carried out at Site 1, in 
several portions of the southern bank of the Little Darkin River, and the results tied in 
with data from the other surface scatters within Mundaring (Veth 1987: 39). 

 

Report ID 104249 

Report on the Ethnographic Survey of Four Alternative Water Supply Sources. Feb 1987 
by R.O’Connor and P.Bennell. 

The locations of the Mundaring, Canning, South Canning and North Dandalup dams are 
discussed from an ethnographic perspective. The sensitivity of the Mundaring area is 
noted together with the associated mythology and the former use of the Helena River as a 
main path (‘run”) of movement to and from Guildford. It is noted that a number of 
Aboriginal people see the construction of the Mundaring Weir as a desecration of a highly 
significant site which should not have occurred.  

 

Report ID 104515 

A Report of an Archaeological and Ethnographic Survey for Aboriginal Sites, Helena 
Valley Road, Helena Valley. Jan, 1990 by J.Smith, E.McDonald and B.Machin. 
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While the report does not cover the area of interest it provides a good background on sites 
which previously existed in the foothills and along the Helena River. The constituents of a 
number of artefact scatters are discussed There is a useful summary of ethnohistory which 
includes the information that the Helena River was known as ‘Mandoon’.  

The archeology of the sites is described as primarily quartz and dolerite artefact scatters, 
with some grinding materials, adzes, backed blades and scrapers.  

 

Report ID 105104 

Darling Escarpment- Aboriginal Land Use, a Preliminary Report.  April 1985 by S.J. 
Hallam.  

This report summarised the state of knowledge of forms of Aboriginal ownership of 
land and their usage of resources. It examines various sources of information on 
Aboriginal land use and includes evidence of the ownership of specific lands by 
family groups. Ethnohistorical evidence of property rights and the primacy of family 
over group rights in this regard are presented. Land management practices are 
discussed with specific examples from the Upper Swan and the antiquity of 
Aboriginal usage in the South west is dated back to before 35,000 years. Seasonal 
scheduling is touched on which appears to indicate a year-round presence on the Swan 
coastal plain.   The routes of movement via the Helena and Canning River valleys 
through the scarp and the need for intensive investigation of these is documented. A 
series of 4 recommendations are made:  

o the need to consult with Aboriginal people in any plans for management of 
land along the scarp 

o the need to take into account Aboriginal activity extending over tens of 
millennia in the formation of the scarp land forms 

o the requirement for further study of the Aboriginal archaeology of the scarp in 
relation to the wider regional context 

o the need to preserve, manage and study not simply the sites but the full range 
of site types as site complexes. 

 

Report ID 21661 

Report on a Section 18 Consultation of a Proposed Temporary Crossing of Helena River at 
Helena Valley, Western Australia. May 2005 by AIC. 

The Water Corporation engaged AIC to arrange further meetings with appropriate 
Metropolitan Elders regarding the proposed deviation routes that would require 
monitoring and to address the details of the construction of the new pipeline and any 
concerns previously raised by the Elders. 

An archaeological survey of the proposed temporary crossing of the Helena River (Site Id 
3758) was undertaken. The survey identified one archaeological site in close proximity to 
the proposed crossing. Quartz flakes and flake fragments were located along the crossing 
access track. The location of material and the context suggested that despite disruption by 
environmental forces the area features a far higher concentration of artefacts than 
presently seen, with some located below the ground surface. 
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Report ID 21915 

Report on an Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Sites, Mundaring Water 
Treatment Plant, Sawyer’s Valley. Dec. 2001 by G. Quatermaine.  

A report commissioned by the Water Corporation for a treatment plant, access road, 
pipelines and an aerator. No registered Aboriginal archaeological sites were located 
within the project area and no archaeological sites were located by this survey.  

 

Report ID 21917 

Report on an Ethnographic Survey of the Proposed Mundaring Water Treatment Plant. 
Jan. 2002 by R. O’Connor. 

This ethnographic report recounts the reasons for determining the Helena River as a site. 
It is stated that there are two sections to the myth which were collected separately. One 
linked the Swan River with Mundaring (in Nyungar- Mundjalline) through the Helena 
River and the other linked Mundaring with York.  

It is stated that “the swamp and pools known as Mundjalline, according to tradition, were 
located in a deep valley that has been inundated as a result of the construction of the 
Mundaring Weir….A powerful Waugal associated with rainmaking lived here. 
Disturbance of the swamp reeds at Mundajalline resulted in cyclonic winds and rain…”  

 

Analysis 

 

The archaeological sites in the vicinity of the Mundaring Weir and its associated 
infrastructure are artefact scatters, predominantly of quartz, which occur in laterites or 
alluvial units. The presence of flakes and cores indicate that artefact manufacture 
occurred in the area, while the lunate denotes a presence during the period between 4,000 
-1,000 years BP (Mulvaney, Kamminga 1999: 235).   

The area containing the sites of Helena River (Site 3758) and the Darling Range (Site 
3188) has previously been identified as a heritage issue (see Australian Interaction 
Consultants 2003, 2005). Consultations with Aboriginal groups indicate that the river and 
the Darling Scarp (as distinct from the Darling Range) retain considerable significance for 
them and the Darling Scarp appears to warrant submission as a site under Section 5 (b) of 
the Act, in place of the Darling Range.  

While there are a number of archaeological sites surrounding the water body of the 
Mundaring Weir (Lake C.Y.O’Connor) there are no registered sites in any of the areas 
proposed for this development. 

Despite this, extreme care and caution should be exhibited during the planned works to 
ensure that any impact to the areas selected is minimal and that the cultural and spiritual 
beliefs of the Aboriginal people are respected. 
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BACKGROUND HISTORY OF THE AREA 

The whole area surrounding the Mundaring Weir and Lake C.Y.O’Connor has been 
substantially disturbed since the late 1800’s when the original dam, railway and 
pipeline were built.  

Mundaring Weir, a concrete gravity dam, was commenced in 1898 to dam the Helena 
River and provide the water for the Coolgardie Water Supply Scheme. It remains the 
Goldfields’ primary source of drinking water. The weir was completed three years 
later. For one year of that period construction work was conducted around the clock 
under electric light. The 32 m high Weir contained 77,508 casks of cement which had 
been imported from Germany and England. 

When completed in 1902 it was claimed to be the highest overflow dam in the world. 
In the late 1940’s work commenced to raise the dam. This was completed in 
November 1951.In the early 1970’s a 'pipehead dam' was constructed downstream 
from the weir.  

Mundaring Weir was the terminus of the Mundaring Weir Branch Railway, which 
was originally constructed by the Public Works Department of WA for the transport 
of dam construction materials.  It later became a tourist attraction catering for 
weekend picnic parties coming up to the hills until the late 1940s. 

           
  

   
     
 
Workers' Camp 
During the construction of the weir some 300 people, mainly single men but also 
including some workers with families, lived in a camp adjacent to the dam site. The 
camp had its own butcher, billiards saloon, community hall, police station and a 
school with 48 pupils.  

This camp was apparently located below the weir wall, in what is designated in this 
survey as Site 1, Large.  

The Reservoir Hotel was built in 1898 and was expanded by adding a second storey in 
1906 and renamed as the Mundaring Weir Hotel.  

Information courtesy of the Golden Pipeline heritage trail website at: 
http://www.goldenpipeline.com.au/trail/index.html     
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ENVIRONMENT OF THE MUNDARING WEIR AREA 

The Western Australian Shield is a block of crystalline rocks that forms the core of 
the continent. These ancient rocks are of varying ages but all are older than 570 
million years (i.e. Precambrian).The Darling Plateau to the east of Perth is part of this 
great platform of ancient rocks (Seddon 1972:27). 

The Darling Plateau is an ancient erosion surface that has an average elevation of 
about 300m above sea level. It is made up of mainly granite and gneissic rocks with 
later dolerite intrusions. These rocks are variably weathered from the underlying fresh 
source rock to the residual soils at the surface and the term ‘lateritic profile’ is used 
collectively to describe these materials. The Archaean bedrock is capped by an 
extensive laterite deposits in the south west of the state. Transported soils overlie the 
weathered basement profile (Bulley and Masterton, 2003).  

The Darling Scarp is the western margin of the Darling Plateau, created by faulting of 
the Yilgarn Block. It is an ancient fault-line, separating the younger sedimentary rocks 
of the Perth Basin from the ancient cratonic interior of the continent. The Darling 
Fault separates the Phanerozoic aged sediments to its west from the Yilgarn Craton to 
the east. The Darling Fault is over 1,000km long and has a downthrow of up to 15 
kilometres. (Churchward and Macarthur, 1980). 

The sudden break in the slope made by the Darling Scarp is formed by erosional 
undercutting of the hard Tertiary laterite capping on the plateau and the scarp is 
termed a retreating fault scarp ( Seddon op. cit: 36). Granite bedrock forms the 
western portion of the Yilgarn Block, which is predominantly composed of Archaean 
metamorphic gneisses, granites and interfingering migmatites. These form the high 
ground of the Perth Hills.  Narrow intrusions of dolerite also occur and form a 
substantial portion of bedrock in areas (Biggs and Wilde 1980). 

The foothills of the Darling and Dandaragan Plateaus are formed from colluvium 
deriving from the dissected remnants of the sand covered, wave-cut platform known 
as the Ridge Hill Shelf.  

Climate 
The area around Perth experiences a dry, Mediterranean climate with strongly 
seasonal rainfall falling in winter followed by a hot, dry summer drought of five to six 
months length (Gentelli 1989). Rainfall is higher on the Darling Scarp as a result of 
the orographic effect of the abrupt increase in altitude from the coastal plain. The 
annual average rainfall starts at around 800-1100mm in the foothills and increases to 
over 1200 in the uplands with peaks of over 1300mm in locations 10-12 km east of 
the scarp. There is a further north-south rainfall gradient attributable to prevailing 
south westerly fronts (Beard 1981, Gentelli 1989). 

The summer conditions of drought, strong winds and high temperatures in 
conjunction with steep topography, produce a fire prone environment that lasts from 
November to April in the Darling Scarp.  While summer thunderstorm activity can 
ignite wildfires the majority are of human origin (Markey, 1997: 1-2) 
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Vegetation. 
Perth and the South West of Western Australia are classified as part of the floristically 
rich South West Botanicals Province (Beard 1980, 1981). The Darling Scarp forms a 
biogeographical boundary that separates the vegetation of the Swan Coastal plain 
from that of the Northern Jarrah Forest Bioregion (Markey, 1997: 3).  

It has been estimated (Bell and Heddle 1988) that this region of the Darling Scarp and 
range has at least 784 species, most commonly from the Proteaceae (70), 
Papilionaceae (68) and Myrtaceae (63).  

The association between soils, topography and vegetation was recognised in the early 
identification of the existence of three broad associations: the Eucalyptus wandoo –E. 
calophylla association on granites and epidiorite; the E. marginata association on 
lateritic uplands and the E. rudis association on the valley floor (Markey 1997, op cit: 
4). Beard (1980) did not distinguish the  Darling Scarp as a unique unit, seeing it 
primarily as Eucalyptus wandoo and Eucalyptus calophylla woodlands within the 
Darling Botanical District. Heddle et al (1980) mapped 66 vegetation complexes for 
the Darling Region. The predominant vegetation complexes which constitute the 
Darling Scarp are the Darling Scarp complex, the Forrestfield complex and the Helena 
complex in the valleys on the western margin of the Darling plateau (Markey, 1997, 
ibid).  
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PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 
JARRAH FOREST 
The situation as summarised by Veth in 1987 has changed little in the intervening 
years, with limited fieldwork having occurred and no new analyses being undertaken.  
Anderson (1984) compared data from the Swan Coastal Plain, jarrah forest surveys 
and information from the Darling Plateau at Lake Yealering to develop a synthesis 
utilising environmental, archaeological, ethnohistorical and ethnographic information 
drawn together to develop a land-use model for these three zones.  

The densities of sites and artefacts for the three zones were compared and summarised 
as follows: “one major site occurs every square kilometre on the Swan Coastal Plain, 
0.06 sites for the Boddington forest woodland and 0.1 for the Yealering district. There 
are no major sites previously recorded from the near-scarp jarrah forest. Other 
unique features of previously recoded sites in the near-scarp forest include the 
absence of grinding material and almost total reliance on quartz with the rare 
exception of silcrete and chert”(Veth 1986:30). 

While subsequent fieldwork has added some information (such as the 1990 report by 
Smith et al, which describes grinding material occurring in the lower Helena River 
valley area, at the base of the foothills) the picture remains essentially the same today. 

The Swan coastal plain maintained the largest population for most of the year with the 
scarp and hills area apparently being utilised in winter and early spring (Anderson, 
1984:35).The exceptions to this are illustrative however of the importance of 
permanent water and pools. Sites at Canning Dam have assemblages of 500+ pieces, 
use a wide range of lithics and appear to focus on resources associated with 
permanent water. They also have a higher site density and Veth speculates that it is 
highly likely that the favourable environment led to the use of these sites not being 
restricted to late winter/spring but also including summer/autumn visits. (Veth 
1987:34-6)    

Sites in the forest environment are usually located near water courses. A number of 
sites have been located eroding from alluvial units (Veth 1987: 19-21). To control for 
the bias of surveys occurring entirely along water courses, a number of large blocks at 
a distance from water courses were surveyed. The blocks included medium to sleep 
slopes and uplands and no sites were located within these environments (ibid: 33).  

Based on the above, it is generalised that jarrah forest sites tend to be small to 
intermediate in size, contain predominantly quartz artefacts and lack grinding 
material.  

While the antiquity of forest usage has not been seriously examined in any systematic 
fashion there are dates of 5,810 ±330 B.P and 3,230 ± 170 B.P. from sites near Collie 
and Boddington. A date of 1,280 ± 80 B.P. was obtained from North Dandalup 
(Anderson, 1982; Pearce, 1982).  

As Veth noted, no cultural or technological sequence has yet been established from 
the limited test pitting which has occurred or from the analysis of surface scatters 
(Veth op.cit). Much of this lack can be ascribed to the prevalence of archaeological 
work being undertaken for the purposes of “cultural heritage surveys”, required prior 
to the destruction of sites necessitated by development. Heritage consultancies rarely 
provide funds for taking archaeological investigations beyond the basic survey level, 
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resulting in excavation and analysis of surface collections and sites now being a rarity 
in Western Australia.  

 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Survey Areas 
The Water Corporation of Western Australia engaged AIC to undertake archaeological 
surveys of four site options for a proposed water treatment plant at the Mundaring Weir  

The four site options given by Water Corporation are as follows: 

o DEC land, 205,800m², on Mundaring Weir Rd. 

o Site 1, 102,037m², public area immediately below the weir wall on Mundaring 
Weir Rd. 

o O’Connor Site, 233,881m², on Mundaring Weir Rd immediately north of 
Firewood Rd. A survey of a service corridor location for the proposed IWSS 
Bypass Pipeline (1400DN) from Pump Station C to the Water Treatment Plant 
and possibly a return pipeline (600DN) from the Treatment Plant to the Weir 
was also required. The pipeline is intended to be an underground pipeline 
buried adjacent to, or directly below, the existing track.  The corridor for these 
pipelines was stated to be 20m wide measured from the outside wall of the 
existing Mundaring- Kalgoorlie pipeline, on the same side of the pipeline as the 
existing access track. The corridor will extend from O’Connor Site down to the 
weir. 

o Pine Plantation, 191,018m², located to the north east of Mundaring Weir, 
alongside a DEC airstrip. The block abuts Allen Rd, Sawyers Valley. A service 
corridor from the roundabout on Mundaring Weir Rd to the plantation site also 
required surveying. 

A further service corridor  for the proposed access road and new pipelines which 
include the IWSS Bypass, raw water pipeline, clear water pipeline (all 1400 DN) and 
back wash water pipeline (600DN) was to be surveyed between the DEC land site and 
the Pine Plantation site. As the corridor is to accommodate the proposed access road as 
well as the new pipelines it has a 34 m wide easement. For the DEC land it would be a 
34m metre wide easement measured from the side of the existing tarred road. For the 
Pine Plantation site it would be a 34m easement centred on the existing track. 

The site for the proposed Mundaring Pump Station C, Suction tank and Mundaring 
Weir Outlet Works Upgrade Stage 2 all to be located within the area bounded by 
Mundaring Weir Rd in the west, Mundaring Weir in the east, Site 1 in the south and 
Weir Village Rd and Hall Rd in the north. The total area within this section is 231,098m  

 

Methodology 
The methodology selected for this project was determined by the need to 
comprehensively cover large tracts of land with variable visibility but few 
archaeologically significant  features ( such as streams, lakes, significant outcrops and 
the like).  
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Examination of aerial photographs of the survey areas and evaluation of the 
archaeological record indicated that systematic pedestrian transects at between 25-
50m intervals would result in thorough coverage and assessment of the archaeological 
potential of the survey areas.  
In practice, while this was largely achievable on some of the survey blocks (Site 1; DEC 
land) the topography and vegetation on the others precluded this level of cover. 
Transects on O’Connor Site and Pine Plantation were between 50-70m apart.  

Any rock outcrops and drainage lines were intensively examined and any large trees, 
fallen or standing, were examined for markings. Any sections exposed (either naturally 
or artificially) were inspected and photographed. All areas of vegetation and 
geomorphological variation were identified and inspected.  

On Site 1 it was clear that no part of this area had escaped disturbance from 
construction of the dam. As there were too many structures and obstacles on site to 
allow undertaking systematic transects, purposive transects were walked around 
specific areas of interest to determine: 

o The underlying geology 

o Presence or absence of foreign lithic material 

o Extent of disturbance 

Close to 100% of Site 1 was inspected.  

The boundaries of areas to be surveyed were determined by taking GPS readings of 
boundary points of each of the survey areas. These were taken from maps prepared by 
AIC’s mapping division. In the field the survey covered each area in a series of 
systematic transects to the nominated boundary points. GPS readings and photographs 
of the terrain were taken.  

Surface visibility varied in each of the four areas, from good to very low. The Pine 
Plantation and O’Connor blocks had the densest vegetation and visibility was estimated 
to be between 20-40% of the ground surface. Site 1 had the highest ground visibility 
due to previous development and disturbance of the area and it is estimated that 90%+ 
of the block was examined. The DEC site had variable visibility, dependant on the 
amount of disturbance on the blocks. Vegetated areas had low visibility due to thick 
vegetative ground litter, while areas surrounding houses, sheds and other structures, as 
well as paths and tracks through the area,  were zones of medium –high visibility.  

The service corridors were surveyed by two people walking on either side of the road or 
track, inspecting the ground and surrounds.  Allen Road from the roundabout to the 
Hills Discovery Centre, through already developed areas, had good visibility and 100% 
coverage was obtained. The track to the Pine Plantation had dense vegetation, leaf litter, 
weeds, and felled saplings which reduced ground visibility to almost zero along most of 
its southern side.   

The only corridor to present any problems was the first service corridor, intended to 
parallel the existing pipeline. The existing pipeline route is a very heavily disturbed area 
which parallels the original railway line built here. In parts it now extends over steep 
and occasionally inaccessible sectors. It is clear that this corridor of land has undergone 
successive and substantial modifications since the late 1800’s when the dam was built 
and there is no likelihood of encountering any intact archaeological sites along its route. 
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In view of this it  was surveyed in three sections: the first from O’Connor Site south for 
approximately 500m was done by foot, the next sector to the roundabout on Weir 
Village Rd was done by inspection from the vehicle, the final sector from the 
roundabout to Hall Rd was done on foot. Ground visibility was poor in most sectors.  

 

Survey Results 
No Aboriginal sites were located in the course of the survey although a possible stone 
source was located in the DEC block and a single isolated artefact was found in a 
drainage section in the O’Connor Site.    

1) DEC Land  

205,800m², on Mundaring Weir Rd. 

There are a number of demountable DEC offices and workrooms (including the DEC 
District Office), metal sheds and prefabs, enclosures and residences on this block of 
land. The survey proceeded east in 25m transects through the bush to designated 
waypoints on the margins of the survey area.  

Terrain was relatively flat with poor to moderate ground visibility due to heavy leaf 
litter and scrub growth. Area was moderately wooded and ground has been significantly 
disturbed in parts, particularly near the dirt tracks running near buildings.  

Areas of substantial ground disturbance were noted on the block (Plate 1).  

A creek densely vegetated with now dead reeds cut across the survey track in its 
northern section. A public walk trail crosses over the creek and drainage works have 
been constructed under the track. To the west of the track a low granite outcrop was 
noticed in the scrub and despite very poor ground visibility some chunks of quartz were 
noted.  

The forest in this area is all secondary regrowth and the ground has been substantially 
disturbed by track and drainage works. The lack of any clearly diagnostic artefacts led 
to a wider search of the area and two mechanically dug pits were found on the slope 
above the sparse quartz scatter. Decaying quartz seams had been exposed by these 
works (Plate 2) and this was the source of the material, which had been eroding 
downhill, aided by sheetwash. The underlying geology is granite which outcrops near 
the ridgelines of hills. This area has been recorded as a possible lithic source: 422387E, 
6465139N (waypoint 7), elevation 213m, error ±5m.  

No Aboriginal sites or archaeological material was located, apart from the possible 
lithic source. 

2) Site 1  
102,037m², public area immediately below the weir wall on Mundaring Weir Rd. 

This area is heavily disturbed by European activity dating back to 1898 when the 
construction of the weir was commenced. Major infrastructure such as pump stations, 
electricity substations, tanks and  chemical treatment buildings have been built here, 
together with public amenities such as toilet blocks, barbeques and  the 
C.,Y.O’Connor Museum (Plate 3). This has resulted in a highly managed site with 
landscaped areas, paths, roads and drainage works.  
 
Waypoints:  
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SW- 420910E, 6463760N SE – 421005E, 6463905N 
NE – 420540E, 6464150N NW –420545E, 6464020N 
 
There is a very disturbed area with large areas of outcropping granite in the SW 
corner. Large cleared areas have earthworks, and rubbish (bricks, broken bottles, 
building debris) has been dumped around the outcrops. Large slabs of concrete have 
been laid ain some areas surrounding the granite as well. 

In the SE corner there is an outcrop of dark, metamorphic rock and piles of old 
concrete slurry , formwork, metal and building debris dumped on top (Plate 4). 

Near to the road quartz and blue metal had been dumped in a number of spots and 
there is plenty of this material scattered throughout the area due to road making 
activities.  

In the NE section of this location, where it meets Mundaring Weir Rd again and the 
pump station is located, the Perth- Kalgoorlie Pipeline has an elevated metal walkway 
running beside it. The walkway crosses an area of dense vegetation including 
melaleuca, wattles, weeds and bridal veil creeper.  There is a fenced chlorine buffer 
zone surrounding the pump station and, as this could not be accessed, the survey 
followed the fence line to the road. The ground between the fence and the road is very 
disturbed from a variety of European activities. The presence of quartz river pebbles 
among the rubble in and beside the drainage line was noted.  

No Aboriginal sites or archaeological material was noted.  

 

3) Pine Plantation   

191,018m², block abutting Allen Rd, Sawyers Valley. 

This option was surveyed on Wednesday 9 May, 2007 and was accessed by walking 
some 420m down Allen Rd (which was now a dirt track) to the block, to meet a fork 
in the track which marks the start of the survey area. Access of vehicles to this area, 
which has been quarantined due to dieback, is prevented by a locked gate at the SW 
end of the Hills Discovery Centre car park.  

Approximately half of the survey block is covered by pines and given that the level of 
disturbance involved in clearing, planting and maintaining the plantation effectively 
conceals or destroys any archaeological materials it was not included in the survey.  

The survey proceeded in 25m transects up the slope from Allen Rd until the large 
forest track visible in the aerial photos was intersected.  

Waypoints: 

 SW – 422710E, 6464200N NW – 422705E, 6464460N 

NE – 423320E, 6464370N SE – 4 23300E, 6464010N 

The initial cover was a thick regrowth of eucalypts (jarrah) and various shrubs 
including balga (Xanthorrhoea spp.). A lot of saplings have been chain-sawed and left 
on the ground, making movement through the forest difficult. Ground visibility was 
medium to poor due to varying amounts of leaf and forest litter. The ground surface 
visible was lateritic pea gravels.  At the track large areas have been bulldozed and a 
lot of trees and saplings felled. There is a new growth of banksias and casuarinas.  
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The survey turned and headed down slope in a SE direction to intersect with the track 
running beside the pine plantation to complete coverage of the block. The forest in 
this sector is quite thick (Plate 5).  

On the way back the survey noted an area of dumped car bodies, 44 gallon drums and 
other rubbish on the northern side of Allen Rd (Plate 6).  

No Aboriginal sites or artefactual material was noted and no lithic sources were 
encountered.  

Pipeline Service Corridor Transects  

3.1 Allen Rd to Discovery Centre: three 17m transects (from the road centerpoint) 
on either side of the sealed section of Allen Rd. to the Discovery Centre were 
completed. A wooden fence runs along the southern side of the road with a number of 
signs for the national park and visitors centre. A vehicle track runs parallel to the road 
and a drainage channel has been dug alongside.  White paint markings in the first 
under-road drain up from the roundabout read “15m in bush”.  
The popular Kookaburra Outdoor cinema is on the northern side of Allen Rd. Log 
fencing continues on the southern side to the car park of the Hills Discovery centre.  
  
3.2 Allen Rd to Pine Plantation: A track leading up to the camping area on the south 
side of the now dirt road and dumped gravels were noted in the bush. An area of 
felled saplings lying on the ground made both access and visibility difficult. Ground 
cover was dense on both sides, with leaf and forest littler, weeds, bushes and felled 
trees. Road grading has created substantial disturbance on either side of the road. The 
drainage line of Ball Creek continues under the road through a concrete drainage pipe 
at the corner of the Pine Plantation block (Plate 13). A GPS was taken at the Pine 
Plantation track intersection: 422680E, 6464219N.  
 

4) O’Connor Site 

233,881m², on Mundaring Weir Rd immediately north of Firewood Rd. 

This area was surveyed on Thursday 10 May, 2007. It was accessed from Firewood 
Rd and was surveyed in 25-50m transects form south to north on the western sector of 
the block (480m approximately), before proceeding east and turning south to meet up 
with Firewood Rd again (610m approximately). 

Way Points: 

 SW – 422760E, 6466280N  NW – 422940E, 6466800N NE – 423206E, 
6466750N 

Mid Point– 423270E, 6466200N SE – 423505E, 6465825N 

This block was quite steep (approximately 35°) and the ground cover changed 
noticeably with elevation. Vegetation was quite thick in most sectors (banksias, balgas 
and associated shrubs) and there were a number of reasonably old (and hence large) 
jarrah and tuart trees. More birds were noticed here and a number of kangaroos were 
flushed during the survey. While the forest was secondary regrowth it was observed 
that the cut bases of the old jarrah were much larger in diameter than seen anywhere 
else on this survey.  

 In the lower levels of the block there were large numbers of chain-sawed jarrah 
stumps and saplings which had just been left on the slope. This affected an extensive 
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area (it was estimated there were thousands of these cut saplings on the ground). The 
bush thickened as the survey proceeded upward with balgas and cycads proliferating. 
Granite outcropped in low exposures along the summit of the slope. Elevation here 
was recorded as 309m.  There was almost zero ground visibility due to the density of 
vegetation and forest debris covering the ground.  

 In the upper slope as the ground began to flatten out the surface became rocky with 
small copses of casuarinas present. Lateritic gravels were visible as ground cover. On 
the ridge line the vegetation changed to sapling eucalypt forest again, between low 
granite ridges, with interspersed balgas and cycads (Plate 7). 

Heading downslope in a south-easterly direction it was noted there are quite a few 
large dead tree trunks littering the ground. A drainage line was noted beside Firewood 
Rd and the sections cut into its bank were examined. These were homogenous clays 
with lenses of pea gravels. Low quartz outcrops occur in this lower area and an 
isolated find of one white quartz flake embedded in the section of the drainage 
channel was made. The flake was 370mm x 500mm and its GPS is 422782E, 
6465997N (Plate 8). 

Service Corridor Transects  

4.1   Dual water pipelines parallel the road at this location, with dirt tracks running 
beside them. A transect of nearly 120m was walked from the southern end of 
O’Connor at 7084 10.5.PL1. The land on both sides of the pipeline has been heavily 
disturbed by excavations, prior construction of the railway and other services such as 
overhead power lines, as well as the construction of the pipeline (Plate 9). Looking 
south towards the DEC block it was noted there an embankment cut into the east side 
of the pipeline route (Plate 10). Fragments of non-artefactual quartz noted in the 
lateritic gravels. 

4.2 Roundabout Sector: 7084 10.5.07 H1. This part of the corridor forms part of the 
Munda Biddi Track (Plate 11). This area is highly disturbed by the following: 

o Landscaping 

o The current pipeline 

o The original railway  

o The creation of bike paths/ walking tracks 

o Road construction 

o  Service installation 

A wooden underpass, part of the old railway is visible along here. The vegetation is 
fairly dense with pine trees, Flinders Range wattles, young jarrah, shrubbery and 
weeds. Ground visibility is variable. Steep slopes extend down to Mundaring Weir 
Rd. in the east.  The pipeline intersects with the path and the whole area is heavily 
disturbed by major earthworks (Plate 12). At the intersection with Hall Rd there is a 
tourist board giving the history of the Mundaring Dam and the goldfields Pipeline 
which makes it clear how very disturbed much of the area surrounding the dam is, 
particularly Site 1 Large and the corridor routes).  
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Discussion and Recommendations 
 
The whole area surrounding the Mundaring Weir and Lake C.Y.O’Connor has been 
substantially disturbed since the late 1800’s when the dam, railway and pipeline were 
built. No area examined during this survey was intact or retained its original 
vegetation cover.   
 
Findings  

No Aboriginal sites were found although a potential stone source was located in the 
northern section of the DEC block, associated with a small creek. As there was no 
clearly artefactual material visible in the vicinity of this quartz vein it was not 
reported to DIA as an Aboriginal site. Its location has however been noted in case any 
further artefactual material comes to light.  

Potential Stone Source: 422387E, 6465139N 

 An isolated find of a single white quartz flake was made in the exposed section of a 
drainage line in the lower southern margin of the O’Connor Site. Its location indicates 
that it has been redeposited through flood events and is not in situ.  

Isolated Artefact: 422782E, 6465997N 

In view of the proposed works and the disturbances they will cause, the locations were 
ranked in order of their suitability for the proposed development.  
Site 1 is the most disturbed of the five areas. As the site of intense and extensive 
disturbance since Europeans arrived in the area in the late 1800’s this would be the 
most appropriate and suitable location for further development by the Water 
Corporation, from the point of view of Aboriginal heritage.  Any cultural material 
encountered here would not be in situ due to the extent and intensity of prior 
disturbance. 

The Pine Plantation, in the portion actually occupied by the pine trees, is suitable for 
development. The section of bushland surveyed by AIC is disturbed but also supports 
thick secondary regrowth native vegetation well utilised by resident fauna and 
retaining biological diversity. There is a possibility of encountering intact 
archaeological materials in this area, particularly during ground disturbing works. 

 The service corridor from the roundabout to the pine plantation may disturb European 
infrastructure. Heritage implications for this route may apply if ground disturbing 
works along the unmade portion of Allen Rd intersect intact lenses of alluvial 
sediments which may contain Aboriginal artefacts. 

The DEC block, while heavily disturbed in the sections around the DEC buildings, 
still retains significant stands of native vegetation (particularly in the northern section) 
and a population of kangaroos which are semi-accustomed to human presence (DEC 
officer, pers.comm.). There is a possibility of encountering intact archaeological 
materials in this area, particularly during ground disturbing works.    

O’Connor Site is the least disturbed area examined in this survey. Despite having 
been logged in the past and subject to significant disturbance in its lower levels, it 
now carries a varied and thick vegetation which supports a range of fauna and retains 
biological significance. The upper levels of the block appear to retain a particularly 
significant biota which is largely intact as well. This is in marked difference to the 
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other blocks surveyed.  The possibility of encountering intact archaeological materials 
in this area is much greater than any of the other sites as the ground visibility was very 
restricted due to vegetation density.  If this site were chosen for development it would 
require a comprehensive archaeological survey, ideally during summer when 
vegetation cover was less dense. 

The service corridor proposed from O’Connor Site to Site 1 will be adjacent to and 
follow the existing Mundaring-Kalgoorlie twin pipeline. It would be on already 
significantly disturbed land and there are no Aboriginal heritage impediments. There 
is little likelihood of encountering intact archaeological material along this route. 

 
Recommendations 
 
As no intact archaeological sites or in situ archaeological material was found during 
this survey, AIC makes the following recommendations: 
 
 

1. That the proposed Water Corporation development occurs on land already 
substantially disturbed by prior European activities in this are. A descending 
order of suitability indicates that Site 1 is the most appropriate from the point 
of view of Aboriginal heritage; followed by the section of the Pine Plantation 
forested in pine trees and the DEC block. The least suitable site is O’Connor 
Site.  

2. If the O’Connor Site were selected for development it would require a 
comprehensive archaeological survey, ideally during summer when vegetation 
cover was less dense. 

3. That the Aboriginal families and groups appropriate for this area of the Hills 
be involved in an ethnographic consultation to occur when the Water 
Corporation has selected its preferred location, in order to ascertain the 
ethnographic significance of the area under consideration. 

4.  That staff of the Water Corporation and all contracting personnel are made 
aware of their responsibilities and obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage 
Act (1972), in particular the legal requirement to avoid disturbance to any 
Aboriginal site as defined in the Act, whether registered or otherwise. 
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ADDENDA 

 

The area between Mundaring Weir Road in the west, Mundaring Weir in the east, 
Site 1 in the south and Weir Village Rd and Hall Rd in the north is all substantially 
disturbed by prior development and would not present any Aboriginal heritage 
impediments to further development. Any cultural material encountered here would 
not be in situ due to the extent and intensity of prior disturbance. 

The additional area between the Mundaring Weir and Hall Roads is also suitable for 
further development due to its significant prior disturbance 
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PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
Plate 1: Disturbance on the DEC block.  

 
Plate 2: DEC block: pit and exposed possible quartz source within it. Note the vegetation cover. 
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Plate 3: Site 1: with some existing  infrastructure and large granite outcrops.  

 
Plate 4: Site 1:  metamorphic rock outcrops and rubbish 
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Plate 5: Pine Plantation: Thick scrub on the mid levels of the block. 

 

 
Plate 6: Pine Plantation: Rubbish dumped beside Allen Road . 
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Plate 7: O’Connor Hill showing thick vegetation 
 

 
 
Plate 8: Quartz flake in drainage section (middle & center of photo). 
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       Plate 9: O’Connor Pipeline Access Route 

 
Plate 10: Pipeline Access route from O’Connor Hill showing disturbance of the surrounding area. 
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Plate 11: Service corridor at Roundabout  

 

 
Plate 12: Service corridor  
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Plate13:  Service corridor to Pine Plantation- drainage culvert. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


